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Floor system is important vertical bearing member in the multi-storey building
structure while bears the vertical load, coordinates with Lateral force resistance
components on all floors to bear horizontal load mutually. In the aspect of industry or
public large span building, it is extremely important to design the floor framing
suitably.
As new useage are pursuing for more multi-level space without column in the
middle of room， the distance between columns expand the span of floor framing.
Considering the dead weight,bearing capacity, deformation rigidity and seismic safety
performance of floor structure, it is very important to match the floor system to
corresponding vertical and lateral supporting structure system safely.
In this case, according to the plane size of an actual building, it is to construct
column free space in span of 24m * 42m. It was designed on trial by (1)conventional
reinforced concrete rib floor, (2)reinforced concrete vierendeel truss structure,(3) steel
truss concrete composite floor board respectively,(4)steel-tube-truss-framing
addingconcrete composite floor board respectively. To meet the same demands of
usage, under the same engineering conditions and for the goals of safety, economical
efficiency and construction efficiency, we have studied and compared Four plans of
structure with same span in the aspect of the amount of materials, the difficulty of
construction and cost index.
The result indicated: there is comparatively large dead weight, great difficulty and
more risk of accident to construct a large-span reinforced concrete cassion floor
framing; in this structure, the abdomens of beams cantu form the reinforced concrete
vierendeel truss structure. These abdomens can be used to place heating and
ventilation pipeline, HVAC pipeline, water pipeline as well as electricity pipeline and
reduce the height of structure. Meanwhile, for the complicated internal force in















uncertainty of quality. In the space truss that is constituted of several parts by bolt
connections, the accumulated slippage of wall clearance may result in over-deflection.
It is hard to control and may lead to cracks and even collapse of building;
comprehensively considering the shortcomings and strengths of above three plans,
'the hoisting steel truss concrete slab composite floor structure' is recommended. It is
a new plan to use welding steel pipe truss as rib beams in the structure and add the
reinforced concrete sheets to floor system. This structure can transfer the load clearly,
is easy to construct and has reliable performances, thus it is worthy to promote in
large-span structure.
The four plans selected in this paper of structure all can satisfy actual
engineering demand and the requirements of specification. It is the most remarkable
the steel-tube-truss-framing adding concrete composite floor board in the aspect of
cost saving, convenient to use and quick construction to built a large span floor
framing.
Key Words: Large span floorframing；Reinforced concrete rib floor
framing;Reinforced concrete hollow web space truss structure;A steel space grid
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